
Collect all seven organizers. Staple them together into a book or glue each organizer into an interactive 
notebook. The cover for the book is provided on in the ‘Introduction’ blog post. 
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This charts contains links to each blog post in the series.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The next two pages may 
be used as a cover for 
the organizer if you wish 
to staple them together 
to form a book. Color 
and blackline versions 
are provided. 

Blog Posts What is included? 

Introduction Cover for Book 

Overcoming the Monster Organizer #1 

Rags to Riches Organizer #2 

The Quest Organizer #3 

Voyage and Return Organizer #4 

Comedy Organizer #5 

Tragedy Organizer #6 

Rebirth Organizer #7 

Activity Two Activities 

http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6360
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6390
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6400
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6405
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6407
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6401
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6408
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6403
http://bookunitsteacher.com/wp/?p=6461


Thank you for downloading this lesson and organizer.  

The staggered flip could be 
used independently in an 
interactive notebook. 

Use as many outline 
pages as needed. Just 
keep stacking one on 
top of the other. 

The ‘Digging Deeper’ 
question is on the 
bottom of the outline 
pages. 

Collect all seven of 
Booker’s plot 
structures. Staple the 
entire stack together to 
form a book. 

Print on colored paper or 
just plain white. Students 
can color tabs on white 
paper to add a little color. 

Narrative of 
Frederick Douglass 



The Quest 
Lesson and Organizer Part 1 

Three versions of the staggered flip organizer are offered on the next three pages: one with 
blanks where students write explanations and examples; one with the explanations provided but 
with blank spaces for students to write in key words; and one with the answers provided. The 
third copy of the organizer may be used as an answer key, for differentiated instruction, for 
students who were absent during instruction, or if you wish for the students to have cards already 
completed. 

 

Instructions for Assembling:  

1. Print the appropriate organizer(s) from the next three pages. 

2. Have students cut out each of the three rectangular boxes. 

3. Align the tops and staple the pages together. 

4. Have student fill in the missing information. 

 

Part 2  
An essay question is provided on the “Digging Deeper” page. An answer key for this page follows 
the “Digging Deeper” printable. 

 

Instructions for Assembling:  

The “Digging Deeper” page is designed for the staggered flip to be glued on the left side of the 
page and the examples from Part 3 (below) on top of the essay question. This format makes it 
easy for one or more of the parts to be eliminated depending on class time and student needs. 
Note: Collect all seven. The seven ‘Basic Plot Structures’ pages  may be stapled together to form 
a booklet. 

 

Part 3  
Printables for the students to outline three novels follow the “The Quest” plot outline. I 
recommend completing one printable as an example when first teaching this lesson. Students can 
work in small groups or complete the page as a whole class assignment.  

 

Instructions for Assembling: 

During the year as stories or novels are read that follow the “The Quest” plot, students can 
complete the other printables as needed. Staple or glue these pages on top of the first to form a 
staggered flip organizer on the right side to the page.  
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The Quest 

Plot Description 
Examples 

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________ 

 

 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 
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The Quest 

Plot Description 
Examples 

In ‘The Quest’ plot, the main 
character, along with some 
________________________, sets 
out to find an important 
____________ ____________ or 
____________ ____________. This 
plot is the most likely to have a 
_____________ of main characters. 
The questors might include: 

• __________________________ 

• __________________________ 
(a person who helps and spends a 
lot of time with someone who is 
usually more important and 
powerful.) 

• ___________________________
(soldiers) 

• ___________________________
___________________________
(These usually have brains, heart, 
and strength to help the hero.) 

They face many _______________ 
and ____________________ along 
the way. The hero obtains the 
treasure and returns home. 

 

• Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows 

• The Giver 

• The Gift of the Magi 

• The Red Badge of Courage 

• The Wild Robot Escapes 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 

• ____________________________ 
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The Quest 

Plot Description 
Examples 

In ‘The Quest’ plot, the main 
character, along with some 
companions, sets out to find an 
important object or priceless 
treasure. This plot is the most 
likely to have a group of main 
characters. The questors might 
include: 

• a close friend 

• a sidekick (A sidekick is a person 
who helps and spends a lot of 
time with someone who is 
usually more important and 
powerful.) 

• a generic group (soldiers) 

• a set of characters that each 
have their own stories (These 
usually have brains, heart, and 
strength to help the hero.) 

 

They face many obstacles and 
temptations along the way. The 
hero obtains the treasure and 
returns home. 

 

 

 

• Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows 

• The Giver 

• The Gift of the Magi 

• The Red Badge of Courage 

• The Wild Robot Escapes 

• The Land Before Time 

• Woods Runner 

• Percy Jackson and the Olympians 

• Treasure Island 

• Raiders of the lost Ark 

• The Voyage of the Dawn Treader 
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Glue the staggered flip organizer 
here. 

Discussion Questions 

Digging Deeper 
© Gay Miller 

What would cause a person to leave home and go on a quest? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

What character traits are important for the hero? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Companions go along with the questor. Which type of companion would be the most 
helpful – a close friend, a group of soldiers, a sidekick, or a group of people with 
their own stories/problems? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Are quests better if the hero receives some magical help? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What are some obstacles heroes on a quest must overcome? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 



Glue the staggered flip organizer 
here. 

Discussion Questions 

Digging Deeper 

What would cause a person to leave home and go on a quest? 

A person might go on a quest out of obligation, duty, fear, or a way to prove 
himself. 

What character traits are important for the hero? 

bravery, intelligence, good physical condition (depending on the type of quest), 
wisdom 

Companions go along with the questor. Which type of companion would be 
the most helpful – a close friend, a group of soldiers, a sidekick, or a group 
of people with their own stories/problems? 

In quest stories, a group of unnamed soldiers is a sign that many are going to die in 
battle before the audience gets to know them. Often a group of people with their 
own stories are great help in time of need for the hero. Each can use his special 
strength to help in dangerous situations.  

Are quests better if the hero receives some magical help? 

Answers will vary. 

What are some obstacles heroes on a quest must overcome? 

• battle other men and animals 

• get into dangerous situations 

• confront temptations 

• rescue a heroine 
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Title 

Outline a “The Quest” book using Booker’s Meta-Plot. 

Anticipation  

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Dream 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Frustration 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Nightmare 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Resolution 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

“The Quest”  

Booker’s Meta-Plot 

 

Anticipation  

The story begins with the main 
character/hero learning of something of 
great value. This prize is located far 
away. The character may be driven by 
selfish means or a need to help others. 
The hero asks companions to come 
along.  

Dream 

The hero must travel over hostile 
territory. This could be oceans, deserts … 
a middle school. 

Frustration 

The group must battle unfriendly 
creatures, face temptations and dangers, 
or fail at reaching the treasure. 

Nightmare 

The last part of the journey is full of tests 
which become more and more difficult. 

Resolution 

The hero finds the treasure (prize, 
kingdom, princess) and the quest is 
completed. 
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http://changingminds.org/disciplines/storytelling/plots/booker_plots/meta-plot.htm
http://changingminds.org/disciplines/storytelling/plots/booker_plots/meta-plot.htm
http://changingminds.org/disciplines/storytelling/plots/booker_plots/meta-plot.htm


 
Title 

Outline a “The Quest” book using Booker’s Meta-Plot. 

Anticipation  

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Dream 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Frustration 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Nightmare 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Resolution 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://www.shmoop.com/ 

Shmoop is a great resource for students. 
This link will show how The Giver is 
outlined using Booker’s Seven Basic Plot 
Analysis. 
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https://www.shmoop.com/
https://www.shmoop.com/
https://www.shmoop.com/the-giver/the-quest-plot.html
https://www.shmoop.com/the-giver/the-quest-plot.html
https://www.shmoop.com/the-giver/the-quest-plot.html
https://www.shmoop.com/the-giver/the-quest-plot.html


 
Title  

Outline a “The Quest” book using Booker’s Meta-Plot. 

Anticipation  

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Dream 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Frustration 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Nightmare 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Resolution 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Clark Chamberlain has a 30 
minute show talk show/podcast 
called The Book Editor Show. 
The show is meant to teach new 
writers how to improve their 
story writing.  
 
Show Number 29 discusses “The 
Quest.”  

The story advertisement titled “The 
Quest” is a great discussion piece. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPBc1eyO2rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPBc1eyO2rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPBc1eyO2rg
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/brand-storytelling/0/steps/11275
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/brand-storytelling/0/steps/11275


Check out these book units for titles that contain ‘The Quest’ story plot. 
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Woods-Runner-2484330
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Lightning-Thief-2282097
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Call-It-Courage-2128406
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Bud-Not-Buddy-1564394
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Dark-is-Rising-387933
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Castle-in-the-Attic-270691
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Giver-274107
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pax-Sara-Pennypacker-Book-Unit-3070549
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Walk-Two-Moons-Sharon-Creech-Book-Unit-2967935


Visit me on  

http://www.pinterest.com/ 

lindagaymiller/ 

Visit my website at  

http://bookunitsteacher.com/ 
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